MC68000

Break away from the past.
Motorola's MC68000 sets new MPU system performance standards for the '80s. Now.

Motorola announces a new microprocessor so advanced in concept it offers the designer virtually unlimited freedom of system design. Advanced technologies provide it with a speed/power product four times that of standard NMOS. Break away from the past and step into the new era of microprocessors.

Everything you need for system design is available now—a Design Module for evaluating the MC68000, development hardware and software, full documentation and training. In addition, the MC68000 interfaces directly and easily with existing M6800 Family peripherals, MPUs, and MCUs.

The MC68000 is, by design, perfect for an easy-to-handle, block-structured, high-level language like PASCAL. It simplifies modern programming techniques like modular programming.

Big software saving.

Because painstaking effort was taken to develop a regular, consistent, new architecture for the MC68000—registers, addressing modes, even data types—programming time and program storage space are significantly reduced. Your net result is great reduction in both cost and risk of software development.

Writing programs, whether with PASCAL or with assembly language, is simpler with this consistent MC68000 structure. No separate, special instructions are necessary for operation on byte, word and long word integers. You remember just one mnemonic for each type of operation and specify the data size, source addressing mode and destination addressing mode.

Most sophisticated architecture.

The MC68000 is the first advanced 16-bit microprocessor with a 32-bit internal architecture, and the first with 16-megabyte direct memory addressing, without segmentation. Its 32-bit registers include eight for data, seven for address and two system stack pointers, supporting larger word sizes and holding great promise for future systems.

All data and address registers may be used as index registers and all address registers may be used as stack pointers to reduce programming bottlenecks.

The five basic addressing modes actually add up to 15 modes when all variations are considered. These addressing modes combine with the MC68000 instructions to provide over 1,000 usable op code combinations.

Powerful instructions are instrumental, but other factors like pipelining and the 32-bit internal registers also play vital roles in achieving the MC68000's system throughput of up to two million instructions and data transfers per second.

Extensive, detailed study of many actual programs—assembly language, high-level language, compiler generated—led to the powerful yet simple and easy-to-use instruction set.

Five basic data types are supported: bits, BCD digits, bytes, words and long words. The multiply and divide instructions are the fastest available in a general-purpose microprocessor. LINK and UNLINK reduces subroutine calling overhead.

The Move Multiple Registers instruction easily saves any or all of the registers' contents. Many instructions operate memory-to-memory. All of the arithmetic and multiple shift and rotate instructions can use 8-, 16- or 32-bit operands.

Traps and vectored interrupts.

Among the many user-oriented advantages of the MC68000 is the extensive use of traps and vectored interrupts. Seven prioritized interrupts are provided, and 192 interrupt address vectors are available. Traps are available to catch improper operations and for use as software interrupts.

Emphasis on system integrity and security is a vital aspect of the MC68000. The Test And Set instructions provide lockout features for handling resource allocation with software. Privileged instructions, supervisory or user operation, and traps generated on unauthorized activity all contribute to system security.

Ask for complete information today.

Call your Motorola sales office or distributor, or use the reply coupon on the back page, for all the details on how to break away from the past and build your

Innovative systems through silicon.
The MC68000

- 16-Bit microprocessor with 32-bit capabilities
- Asynchronous data bus
- Direct interface with 8-bit peripherals
- 16-Megabyte address space
- Vectorable priority interrupts
- Traps catch improper operations
- High-level language support
- Position-independent coding ability
- 15 Addressing modes
- Two levels of program privilege
Complete M68000 design support available now.

Concurrent with introduction of the MC68000, the design tools to help you break away from the past are now available.

A major commitment to development of timely and effective M68000 hardware and software has been part of the program from the beginning. The results, part innovation and part evolution, give you a choice among Motorola's EXORciser®, the IBM 370 and the PDP®-11 for system hardware and software development.

M68000 Design Module for EXORciser.

Just as the MC68000 can spark a new systems generation, so the M68000 Design Module leads the familiar EXORciser® family into high-performance support products.

The Design Module permits chip evaluation using either an EXORciser® system or in a stand-alone mode in conjunction with cross computer software. For system emulation, the module includes 32K bytes of RAM, two 16-bit parallel I/O ports, three 16-bit programmable timers, two serial RS-232 ports and 8K bytes of debug ROM.

MACSBUG, the innovative debug tool.

The M68000 Design Module includes MACSBUG™, one of the most powerful 16-bit microprocessor debug tools anywhere. This innovative monitor offers an extensive assortment of new debug modes: symbol referencing and printing, offset addressing, calls to user utility routines, host computer communications, effective address window to memory data, and trace display selection.

Download—option for software development.

The capability to download to the Design Module allows software designers to use their own in-house computer as well as an EXORciser® for MC68000 software development.

It's a simple yet effective method for accepting host-computer-generated programs for direct debug execution by the M68000 Design Module.

PASCAL—here now for the MC68000.

Another way for you to break away from the past is with PASCAL, and its machine independent software compatibility. This high-level language, destined for systems of the '80s, is here now for the MC68000.

PASCAL for the MC68000 gives you the benefits of structured programming techniques, modularity, simplified debug, maintainability, self-documentation and easy modification of this user-oriented language.

You'll get lower implementation cost, portability to protect your software investment and shorter system design cycles.

PASCAL cross compilers are available now for your EXORciser®, IBM 370 or PDP®-11.

EXORciser design support protects investment.

The EXORciser®/EXORterm™ system continues to be the most comprehensive microcomputer design tool, with User System Emulation (USE), and extensive software library and I/O design modules and peripherals. The system supports all M6800 Family MPUs and MCUs—plus the M3870, M2900, M10800—and now the M68000.

A technical library of more than 100 manuals supports the EXORciser®.

An extensive series of comprehensive, easy-to-follow data sheets and manuals is available now to provide assistance in designing with the MC68000.

More for the future.

Because of the uniqueness of M68000 architecture and performance, we are creating an all-new development system optimized for the 16/32-bit microprocessor.

High performance software, hardware and an advanced bus structure are key features.

EFCIS to second-source 68000 in Europe

Continuing its wide-ranging technical agreement with Motorola, EFCIS (a joint venture of Thomson-CSF and the French Atomic Energy Agency) have moved into the new phase of HMOS high-level process technology to second-source the MC68000 family. EFCIS already produces the 8-bit 6800 microprocessor devices and its associated memory parts.

This new agreement with EFCIS, coupled with those of Hitachi and North American Rockwell, confirms our determination to provide customers with the best possible network of second source suppliers in all world markets. These programmes will be supported by Motorola worldwide production facilities, including our European MOS Centre at East Kilbride, Scotland.

Motorola offers you total support for the development of

Innovative systems through silicon.
Motorola offers the total range of microcomponents for your advanced systems.

Motorola’s original M6800 Family pioneered the concept of the fully-compatible, matched set microprocessor plus I/O, peripheral controller and memory family, complete with support hardware, software and training.

The MC68000 springs from a rich tradition in both microcomponents and MOS technology and is designed to develop in the same total family way as the M6800 Family.

Pace-setting products like the MCM6664 64K dynamic RAM, the MC6809 super 8-bit microprocessor, and the definitive MC6801 and M6805 Family one-chip MCUs have firmly established Motorola’s capability.

MC6801—the most advanced single-chip MCU

Power, speed and unique multimode design flexibility put the MC6801 8-bit single-chip MCU in a class by itself. It represents an unprecedented state-of-the-art advance in design convenience.

It’s general purpose in application, high in performance and packs maximum function on the chip. On-chip functions with the CPU include 2K bytes of ROM, 128 bytes of RAM, 31 parallel I/O lines, a serial communications I/O port, a clock and a 16-bit timer.

In addition to its single-chip, expanded multiplexed and expanded non-multiplexed modes, other modes are used for testing and special operations. Each is built in and user selectable.

MC68701—the user-programmable MCU.

It’s a variation on the MC6801, with user programmability built in via replacement of on-chip ROM with 2K bytes of EPROM.

The MC68701 is ideal for prototyping because the control program is easily changed during development. It’s also very appropriate for low-volume systems for which factory programming isn’t practical, for initial field test units of a user’s system and for systems requiring field programming.

MC6805—the answer for low-cost controllers.

The NMOS MC6805P2 is the first in a family of cost-effective NMOS and CMOS single-chip 8-bit microcomputers providing you with a level of performance never before available in this price class.

The M6805 Family brings relief for designers who require better performance with low cost for simple industrial and high-end consumer control applications.

MC6809—most powerful general-purpose 8-bit MPU.

The 8-bit MC6809 is the most powerful microprocessor of its generation and provides a bridge to the 16-bit world by including many 16-bit features in its internal architecture. The '6809 is designed to take full advantage of block-structured, high-level languages like PASCAL. And, like the MC68000, it helps immeasurably to increase software efficiency and significantly lower software development costs.

64K RAM leads memory line.

For high-performance, memory-intensive microprocessors such as the MC6809 and MC68000, Motorola has developed the single +5 V MCM6664 64K dynamic RAM, our leadership memory. It is upward compatible from the 16K RAM and provides top performance and improved reliability at low cost. Refresh control is available on pin 1.

Your choice of software.

Motorola software for both the M6800 and M68000 families offers a choice of Motorola development system or non-resident computer. In some instances, the software is available in high-level languages as well as assembly language.

The first PASCAL resident software was written for the MC6809. Now, MC68000 software uses this easy-to-handle, block-structured, high-level language.

Motorola software is also on a variety of USA and international timeshare services.

Introduction of the MC68000 and its M68000 design support continues Motorola’s coverage of the total range of microcomponents for your

Innovative systems

through silicon.
64K RAM
MC68000 MC68005
MC68000
VLSI
MC68001 MC68009
MC68001
From the CMOS MC14500B single-bit processor and MC141000 4-bit single-chip microcomputer, to the M2900 and M10800 bipolar bit-slice families, to the 8-bit MC3870 and famous M6800 Family, Motorola has it all for you.

And now we offer the greatest opportunity ever in 1-bit design, with the M68000. As it always has, with Motorola, this means components, support, documentation and training. Everything. All here, now. An unparalleled offering. Ask for it today and break away from the past.
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